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A man suspected of having been one of the passengers of Pierre Palmade during his serious 
road accident on Friday evening was arrested. The arrest took place this morning in Clichy- la-
Garenne, in the Hauts-de-Seine. The woman he was staying with was also arrested. Another 
man is still wanted. As for Pierre Palmade, his state of health is, for now, not compatible with a 
placement in police custody. 
 
The examination of the pension reform continues with a first setback for the government: The 
National Assembly rejected article 2 on the index of seniors. The measure was intended to fight 
unemployment among the elderly employees. At the same time, the inter-union sent a letter to 
all MPs, except those of the Rassemblement National, asking them to reject the bill and more 
specifically article 7 on the postponement of the retirement age to 64. 
 
The fight against the reform therefore continues in the Assembly, but also in the streets. A new 
day of mobilization tomorrow with a major inter-professional strike. This time, there should be 
less disruptions, especially in transportation. At the SNCF, traffic on the TGV and OuiGo network 
will be only slightly affected, with 4 out of 5 trains running. At the RATP, metro traffic will be 
almost normal. The unions are betting on greater mobilization on March 7th. 
 
How to protect minors from pornographic sites? Next month the government will test an age 
verification system on the internet. With a system of double anonymity, as age verification 
systems must respect the protection of privacy. 
 
The UN is calling for donations to help the Syrian population, after the earthquake which 
caused major damage in the country. The Secretary General of the United Nations wishes to 
raise nearly 400 million dollars. The amount should cover the needs of the population for three 
months. The earthquake, which hit Syria and Turkey, is responsible for at least 40,000 deaths. 
 
And then soccer, with the continuation of the knockout stages of the Champions League. After 
the defeat of the PSG last night against Bayern Munich, two matches will take place tonight: 
Borussia Dortmund against Chelsea and Bruges - Benfica. Kick off at 9 p.m. 


